LONG-TERM GOALS

Wind stress is responsible for most of the ocean dynamics. Wind stress is largely associated with steep waves shorter than a meter. We are continuing to study this short band in the wave spectrum in the hope that it will lead to better understanding of momentum transfer from atmosphere to oceans. Ambient noise level in the (not so) silent abyssal ocean at 1 to 40 Hz is dominated by a nonlinear generation process associated with the short surface waves,

OBJECTIVES

To understand the transition spectrum from classical gravity waves to capillaries.

APPROACH

Surprisingly measurements of pressure and displacement on the deep sea floor give a wealth of information about the transition spectrum. I have collaborated with Charles Cox and William Farrell.

WORK COMPLETED


RESULTS

Three octaves of surface waves (from 2 to 16 Hz) are quite distinct from the classical Phillip spectrum at lower frequencies: their spectrum is not saturated. Virtually nothing is known about the generation of their generation. They play a leading role in the momentum transfer from wind to ocean.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS

Measurements of wind stress based on physical principles rather than empirical relations.

TRANSITIONS

The gravity to capillary wave transition spectrum may offer some spectral “gaps” with the opportunity for listening to ocean events with a favorable signal to noise ratio. This could have a bearing for the study of marine mammals. There are interesting opportunities for ASW.

RELATED PROJECTS

Meetings and Invited Talks

- Ocean Leadership Talk at Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) Invited Lecture: How Can We Learn About Short Surface Waves from Measurements on the Deep-Sea Floor?, Monterey CA, 04 November 2009
- JASON Winter Study and 50th Anniversary Celebration, Washington DC, 20 – 22 November 2009
- Crafoord Prize Symposium, Award Lecture: The Sound of Climate Change, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden, 10 May 2010
- Crafoord Prize Symposium, Award Lecture: The Sound of Climate Change, Lund University, Sweden, 12 May 2010
- Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center (NERSC) Nansen Guest Lecture: The Sound of Climate Change, Bergen, Norway, 18 May 2010
- Institute of Theoretical Geophysics, Invited Lecture: The Sound of Climate Change, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom, 20 May 2010
- MEDEA Spring Meeting, Invited Lecture: Acoustic Tomography, Washington DC, 15-17 June 2010
- Land-Ice Contribution to Future Sea Level Workshop, Invited Lecture: Exploring an under-ice ocean cavity with sound, Sterling VA, 11-14 July 2010
- Courant Institute of Mathematical Science, Center for Atmosphere Ocean Science Colloquium, Invited Lecture: Exploring an under-ice ocean cavity with sound, New York University, 04 November 2010
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Walter Munk, Crafoord Prize in Geosciences 2010, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, “for his pioneering and fundamental contributions to our understanding of ocean circulation, tides and waves, and their role in the Earth’s dynamics.”